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RED-OUT
Kool Aid® and Food Dye
Remover
SAFELY REMOVES:
FRUIT PUNCH, LATEX PAINT,
KOOL AID® , SHOE POLISH,
CRANBERRY JUICE, FRUIT
DRINKS, FOOD COLORS,
SOFT DRINKS, FRUIT POP,
COUGH SYRUP AND FOOD
DYES.

Product # 7048
FOR PROFESSIONAL USE ONLY
CONSULT LABEL AND MSDS BEFORE USING.
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RED-OUT Red Stain and Food Dye remover is a
breakthrough in chemical technology. This advanced
formula can remove red stains, food dyes, shoe polish
and latex paint from carpets that would otherwise have to
be replaced.
DIRECTIONS FOR USE:
1. Check stain for residue from inferior cleaners. If
present, rinse completely before starting. Blot dry if
needed.
2. Apply RED-OUT directly from bottle to stained area.
Allow to soak for a few seconds before starting.
Next lay a moist 100% cotton white towel or wash
cloth over stained area.
3. Fill your normal household steam iron
with plain water. Set iron at lowest
heat setting that will produce steam.
NOTE: Higher heat does not speed up
the process, it slows it down and sets
the stain.
4. Set the preheated iron on top of the
towel directly over the stained area.
Do not apply pressure. Use the weight
of the iron only.
5. Allow iron to set on the towel until it
starts to boil around edges. This
usually takes approximately 20-40
seconds.
6. When boiling starts apply pressure to
handle of iron and hold firmly on towel
for about 10 seconds, then lift iron and towel, check
for transfer, shift iron to clean moist area on towel
and repeat if necessary.
7. Repeat steps 4-5-6 until stain is gone.
When treating a questionable surface, pre-test in an
inconspicuous area first.

A d d i t i o na l I nf o r m a t i o n
RED-OUT Kool Aid® and Food Dye Remover can clean carpets you that thought you would need
to replace due to stubborn red stains. Spots from wine, cough syrup, fruit drinks, soft drinks, shoe
polish and latex paint can be impossible to remove. Generally, carpets stained with these
substances have to be replaced or dyed a darker color. Both of these courses of action are costly
and time consuming. RED-OUT can save these doomed carpets 99 times out of 100. RED-OUT
is a breakthrough in chemical cleaners and utilizes a heat-transfer process that is quick and easy.
No special skills, tools or training is needed to remove stains even after months or years in the
carpet. Outside cleaning contractors will normally charge up to $60. per spot to remove these
kinds of stains using this method. Each bottle of RED-OUT will remove dozens of spots and
nothing could be more economical in these situations. RED-OUT is compatible with all types of
carpet cleaners so you can remove red stains, food dyes and latex paints then shampoo the entire
carpet. Seeing is believing with a miracle product like RED-OUT so contact your local SUPERCO
representative for an eye-opening demonstration. Before you needlessly replace another
stained carpet or pay ridiculous fees for specialized cleaning use RED-OUT.
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